9-4 STIRRUP PAIRS FOR 12'-6" BARRIER

**4 BARS, 4 EACH SIDE EQUALLY SPACED, (3/4")-10" FOR 12'-6" BARRIER, (3/4")-9" FOR 20'-0" BARRIER, SEE ELEVATION**

PLAN

**1-2" Dia., PINNING HOLES (WHEN REQUIRED)**

ELEVATION

**1-2" Dia., PINNING HOLES (WHEN REQUIRED)**

UNIT LENGTH = 12'-6" - LAYING LENGTH = 12'-7"

UNIT LENGTH = 20'-0" - LAYING LENGTH = 20'-1"

END VIEW A-A

SEE SHEET 2 OF 2 FOR PINNING HOLE DETAILS

**DIMENSIONS ARE TO THE INTERSECTION POINT OF THE BARRIER SLOPES, CONSTRUCT THE 10 INCH RADIUS TO PROVIDE A SMOOTH TRANSITION BETWEEN THE SLOPES.**

END VIEW B-B

SEE SHEET 2 OF 2 FOR PINNING HOLE DETAILS

**NOT TO SCALE**